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pervasive desire to predict science
what will be discovered?
by whom, when, and where?
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what will be discovered?
by whom, when, and where?
individuals

what questions are useful, impactful, fundable?

publishers,
funders

what manuscripts or projects will be most
impactful?

hiring
committees

which applicant will perform best?
which will make most valuable contributions?

society

how can tax and other dollars be invested to make
technological, biomedical, and scientific advances?

how predictable are scientific discoveries?
simple question with a 150+ year history
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Bolesław Prus
(1847-1912)

Florian Znaniecki
(1882-1958)

Freeman Dyson
(1923-2020)

Steven Weinberg
(1933-)

Harriet Zuckerman
(1937-)

• philosophy, physics, sociology…
• mainly conceptual, focusing on goals and general approaches
(Weinberg: "to explain the world") (Dyson: "birds and frogs")
• progress toward a genuine "science of science" was slow
hard to get good data
judgement of experts seemed good enough
* this question complements the old and rich literature on the sociology of science: who gets to make discoveries?
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to name a few—are enabling a new generation
of researchers to develop deeper insights into
the scientific process.
These efforts raise a provocative question: Will
we eventually be able to predict important discoveries or their discoverers, such as Yoshinori
Ohsumi’s Nobel Prize–winning work on the autophagy system in animal cells? We do not yet know
the answer, but work toward one will substantially

predictability depends on context
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Fig. 1. How unexpected is a discovery? Scientific discoveries vary in how unexpected they were relative to existing knowledge. To illustrate this perspective,
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predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
challenges, see (1).]
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unexpected discovery
changes the way we understand the world, or finds novel use elsewhere
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predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
challenges, see (1).]
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to name a few—are enabling a new generation
of researchers to develop deeper insights into
the scientific process.
These efforts raise a provocative question: Will
we eventually be able to predict important discoveries or their discoverers, such as Yoshinori
Ohsumi’s Nobel Prize–winning work on the autophagy system in animal cells? We do not yet know
the answer, butexpected
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will substantially
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predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
challenges, see (1).]
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some elements surprising, but fits partly within existing ideas
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predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
"normal"
discovery
challenges,
see (1).]

a modern science of science
predicting discovery

a modern science of science
predicting discovery
• abundant data
(1) publications + citation networks,
(2) people, (3) funding
Google Scholar, PubMed, Web of Science, arXiv,
JSTOR, OCRID, EasyChair, NIH, NSF, patents,
CVs, etc.
• abundant computation
• growing interdisciplinary community
computer scientists, information scientists, economists,
sociologists, statisticians, physicists, biologists, etc.

surely all this data must enable better predictions
of future discoveries!
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a modern science of science
predicting discovery
surely all this data must enable better
predictions of future discoveries?
• yes, but…
• the data are crude + biased + noisy + incomplete :
they don’t directly measure knowledge or progress
• what things are predictable and what things are not?
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productivity over a career
the canonical narrative (50+ years of evidence):
• rapid rise to an early peak
• decline or flattening
publication rates in psychology, 1986
. . . in Russian science & math, 1954
. . . hunter-gather groups
. . . French & Philly criminals, 1835
. . . French artists, 1835
. . . many others, 1950s - present

Kaplan et al., Evol. Anth.: Issues, News, and Rev., 9, 156-185 (2000)
Quetelet, 1835

productivity over a career

The suggestion that productivity grows in the early years of a
career has intuitive appeal. Professors settle into their research
environments, begin training graduate students, and build their
cases for promotion and tenure. Similarly, many reasons have
been suggested for why productivity might decrease after promotion, including increased service and nonresearch commitments, declining cognitive abilities, and increased levels of distraction from outside work due to health issues and childcare
obligations (35). Although an average over faculty appears to
confirm the stereotyped trajectory of rapid growth, peak, and
slow decline, it does not reveal whether this average is representative of the many individual trajectories it averages over, nor
does it show how much diversity there might be around the average and whether that diversity correlates with other factors of
interest.
faculty hiring project
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Yearly publication count

the average number of publications per person produced in each
calendar year has been increasing at all five strata of prestige at
rates between 0.72 and 1.23 publications per decade, for 45 years
(Fig. S3). Because we have used data from hand-collected faculty
CVs to adjust DBLP-derived paper counts for DBLP’s steadily
improving coverage over time, these estimated growth rates
represent a real increase in publication rates over this 40-year
period. Moreover, the observed steady increase in productivity
is not uniform across prestige, and the difference between prothe canonical
narrative
(50+ higheryearsand
of lower-prestige
evidence): departduction growth
rates between
ments has widened slightly but significantly over time (P < 0.05,
• rapid
rise to
anInearly
peakprestigious and nonprestigious
two-tailed
t test).
other words,
institutions
have contributed to the overall growth at different
• decline
or flattening
rates. Not only are there small but significant differences in productivity by prestige (Fig. 1) but also those differences are slowly
growing (Fig. S3).
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Individual Productivity Trajectories. Examining the productivity

trajectories of individual researchers, we find that they too
exhibit substantial and significant differences in their publication rates. Early studies of scholarly productivity noted proWay, Morgan, Clauset, &found
Larremore,
PNAS 114 (44)
imbalance
in E9216
the (2017)
number of articles published by indi-
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a distribution of nearby noisy trajectories, enabling two different (but ultimately concordant) analyses. The primary sensitivity analysis focuses on individual faculty, computing whether
the parameters of each professor’s noise-free trajectory are similar to their noisy distribution. This approach revealed that
a majority (77.2%) of trajectories are well represented by
their noise-free parameters, each consistently falling into the
same region of parameter space for over 75% of resampled
trajectories. We refer to these trajectories as “stable” in subsequent analyses, meaning that their noise-free parameters
average productivity
appearsand
tointerpretable.
be predictable
are representative
The alternative sensitivity analysis focuses on the population of faculty, combining all
rapid rise tonoise-free
an early
peak
trajectories with their noise-added distributions into a
single expanded ensemble of conceivable productivity trajectodecline or flattening
ries (Sensitivity to Timing of Publications). Although this ensem-

Publication count

productivity over a career

Years post-hire
Fig. 3. Example trajectory and piecewise model. Circles represent empirical
annual publications. Orange line shows best fit of piecewise linear model 1
with slopes m1 and m2 , change-point t ⇤ , and intercept b annotated.
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Way, Morgan, Clauset, & Larremore, PNAS 114 (44) E9216 (2017)

quadrants. Even among faculty whose publication rates grew and
then declined (Fig. 4, Bottom Right quadrant, 28.6%), the conventional narrative includes only the 20.3% of individuals whose
rate of growth exceeds their rate of decline (m1 > |m2 |; shaded
region, Fig. 4). Additionally, researchers were distributed similarly across the four quadrants, comparing parameters extracted
from DBLP data vs. hand-collected CV data (P = 0.14, 2 ), confirming that the dispersion shown in Fig. 4 represents the true
diversity of careers.
The cloud of faculty trajectory parameters shown in Fig. 4 does
not naturally separate into coherent clusters. In their absence,
what are the covariates that predict which region of the plot an
individual is likely to occupy? First, early-career growth rate of
yearly publications m1 is significantly correlated (P < 0.001, t
test) with the prestige of researchers’ institutions. This is particularly true for researchers at “elite” institutions, which we define
as being in the top 20% of universities according to prestige rank
and adjusting for number of faculty (same partitions as in Fig. 2).
Specifically, researchers’ productivity grows by a median of 2.02
additional papers per year at elite institutions compared with
1.19 for others (P < 0.001, one-tailed Mann–Whitney test). Perhaps as a result—what goes up must come down—the slope after
the point of change, m2 , correlates significantly with prestige and
is more negative for researchers at higher-ranked institutions,
compared with those at lower-ranked institutions (P < 0.05, t
test). Additionally, researchers who received their doctorates
from elite institutions exhibit faster early-career growth than
those who trained at lower-ranked institutions (P < 0.05, onetailed Mann–Whitney test).
Second, the early-career initial productivity b is significantly
higher for faculty who graduated from elite departments
(P < 0.005, one-tailed Mann–Whitney test). We also find that
researchers who place into elite departments or who have postdoctoral experience tend to start out more productive; however, these differences are not statistically significant (P > 0.05,

productivity over a career
average productivity appears to be predictable

Fig. 4. Distribution of individuals’ productivity trajectory parameters. Diverse trends in individual productivity fall into four quadrants based on their slopes
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productivity over a career
average productivity appears to be predictable — except it’s not
the conventional narrative only holds for 20.3% of faculty

Fig. 4. Distribution of individuals’ productivity trajectory parameters. Diverse trends in individual productivity fall into four quadrants based on their slopes
Way, Morgan, Clauset,
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114 (44)linear
E9216model
(2017)Eq. 1. Plots show example publication trajectories to illustrate general characteristics of each quadrant. The shaded
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predicting discoveries
some aspects of science are highly predictable
most citation counts, institution of origin, maximum impact, etc.
aggregate trends like CPU speed, solar cell efficiency, battery cost, etc.
interdisciplinary research is harder to publish & fund
under-represented groups (women, non-whites) receive less funding, attention, etc.

predicting discoveries
some aspects of science are highly predictable
most citation counts, institution of origin, maximum impact, etc.
aggregate trends like CPU speed, solar cell efficiency, battery cost, etc.
interdisciplinary research is harder to publish & fund
under-represented groups (women, non-whites) receive less funding, attention, etc.
other aspects appear fundamentally unpredictable
productivity over a career, timing of biggest discovery, etc.
long-term impact of proposed project or manuscript
what discoveries are not being made because of our focus on predictability?
predicting discovery is just. plain. hard. (even for humans)

predicting discoveries
some aspects of science are highly predictable
other aspects appear fundamentally unpredictable

the data are crude + biased + noisy + incomplete
they don’t directly measure knowledge or progress
poor understanding of mechanisms that drive scientific discovery
social and scientific, individual and structural
why are some things predictable, and others not?
predicting new discoveries is a form of extrapolation = hard
even expert humans struggle! should we expect dumb machines to do better?

looking forward
science is a large and diverse ecosystem
this diversity is a key part of its continued success
machine learning could expand or contract it
can we adapt diversity ideas from ecology and evolutionary theory?
design principles of robustness, diversifying selection, stabilizing feedback, etc.

if discovery is inherently unpredictable, better to cultivate a diverse
scientific ecosystem than try to automate its prediction

"novel discoveries are valuable precisely because they have never been seen
before, while data-driven prediction techniques can only learn about what’s
been done in the past"
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scientific way. How, then, can we know what is
predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
challenges, see (1).]
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science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
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lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
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scientific way. How, then, can we know what is
predictable and what is not? Although it can be
difficult to separate the discovery from the discoverer, the primary focus of this Essay is the
science of science: an interdisciplinary effort to
scientifically understand the social processes that
lead to scientific discoveries. [For the current
thinking on the philosophy of science and how
scientists make progress on individual scientific
challenges, see (1).]
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current AI requires huge amount
of human pampering (training
data, tuning, maintenance,
improvement)

Cosmic microwave
background (CMB)

ence, JSTOR, ORCID, EasyChair, and “altmetrics,”
to name a few—are enabling a new generation
of researchers to develop deeper insights into
the scientific process.
These efforts raise a provocative question: Will
we eventually be able to predict important discoveries or their discoverers, such as Yoshinori
Ohsumi’s Nobel Prize–winning work on the autophagy system in animal cells? We do not yet know
the answer, but work toward one will substantially
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current AI is "dumb" = no model of mind, no physical intuition, no understanding, no thinking
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machines don’t know what questions to ask = most useful for "expected" discoveries
but that’s okay.
science among the machines will be a grand story of collaboration
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a role for machine intelligence
science is probably not automatable
machines: interpolation
science : extrapolation
solution = collaboration
humans : design, build, decide, interpret, extrapolate
machines : collect, scale, calculate, estimate, interpolate
hybrid approaches will extend human control of natural and
artificial processes in seemingly magical ways and
it will change humans in the process
a secret: this is history!

+

not the future.

every revolutionary technology has been a super power that
changes humans:
language

, writing

, mathematics

, democracy

, science

, computers

…

looking forward (again)
science is a large and diverse ecosystem
this diversity is a key part of its continued success
machine learning could expand or contract it
can we adapt diversity ideas from ecology and evolutionary theory?
design principles of robustness, diversifying selection, stabilizing feedback, etc.

if discovery is inherently unpredictable, better to cultivate a diverse
scientific ecosystem than try to automate its prediction
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